The Rice attack was halted ten yards behind broken fields, and four times crossed self after a 45-yard zigzag through red-downs, which brought the stands to entire team for a touchdown; later ty and thirty-yard gains through to 0.

Klotz, Dunlap, Campbell, McKean, ured up equally well.

The Louisiana team was, of course, having the bali in her own territory.

The society will issue all members r
dances^ in order to secure finances tot-

The Owls are going to Waco confident Coleman is one of the junior class circus material was uncovered, Yerges and Hilty watched their men

The Writing Club will meet Friday, October 7, at the Community House. All students interested in writing are invited to attend all classes. The meeting will begin at 3:30 p.m.
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OPEN TO STUDENTS
RICE DANCES.

A matter which has aroused quite a bit of argument among Rice students is the attendance at the dances which are given under the auspices of the Institute. The Thresher is most willing to listen to any argument, if, for no other reason than to bring the matter to the minds of the proper authorities in order that something may be done about it.

It was the policy of the Rice student dance committee under their auspices, and everyone was anxious that they attend. In fact, the success of many of the dances was due to the efforts of these visitors, who added them in many ways. There were never too many outsiders attending the dances, and this was due to the issuance of the invitations. Moreover this policy aided greatly in the promotion of the spirit of cooperation between Rice and Houston. And the Thresher believes that it is still the wish of the majority of the students that outsiders be asked to those dances. But there should be more stringent requirements for admission than the mere payment of one dollar to the doorkeeper. There are too many outsiders attending the dances who have no friends at Rice—at least they have no friends who would be willing to be responsible for their presence at the dances.

Some of these outsiders have no regard for their own reputations, and certainly none for the reputation of Rice. There is no doubt that the reputation of Rice dances is at stake and already this year has been heard in a hostile manner on them. It is certainly in the interest of the students that they devise a way of admittance whereby the real friends of Rice may attend the dances and outsider attendance may be kept out.

One way to handle this matter would be to use a system similar to that used by the University Club in this city. A person who is the guest of a friend of Rice is to be admitted to the dances. The friend must be a member of the committee in charge of the dances and the name of the person whose guest he is must be signed upon the door and is asked to sign his name along with the guest name of the member of the committee. If this method were used there would be a more careful list of those who attended the dances and there would be no embarrassment on either side of the refusal of admittance.

To those visitors who have been attending the dances at Rice and who have friends among the students, the Thresher would suggest that they get some of the students to ask them to the dances and there will be no trouble in the future.

October 7, 1921.

WILLIAM MARSH RICE DAY.

Why is there no recognition of the birthday of William Marsh Rice—the man to whom we are so deeply indebted for the opportunities we have here? But for him there would be no Rice Institute and we should not be enjoying the companionship of our classmates or the privileges of this university at the present time.

The majority of students leave Rice and lose no opportunity to establish the same name, but yet we are losing sight of the man who is responsible for it all. We celebrate the birthdays of men whose lives were less directly connected with our own. Why not show the respect and homage due to the man who has given us so much?

It is indeed regrettable that very few Houstonians know the date of William Marsh Rice's birthday; but it is positively shameful that last year the day came and went and there were less than half a dozen students in the whole Institute who realized its significance.

It is true that the day comes in the midst of examinations, which makes it hard to recognize. But this is no reason for not celebrating it on some other day. A day might be set aside at a more convenient time of the year, when students, faculty, trustees and friends of the Rice Institute would be able to express their appreciation of the great gift made by Mr. Rice. It is the time—Rice is in the air and seems very appropriate that among the first customs to be formed should be the celebration of the birthday of the founder.

HAND IN THOSE YELLS!

Yell practice has started in earnest and a good crew has turned out to all the practices, but that is not all it takes to make a good rooter on the football field. How much better it would be if we had some new yells. Shorty has just been given that original yells be turned in to us once for all, but the response has not been too encouraging. There are several students at Rice who are capable of making up yells and presenting them to the proper authorities. It is the duty of every one who has the ability to try his hand at the matter.

The idea is that Rice is tired of its old yells, but the majority of students are not of the opinion of the better class. The old yells will still be used, but the new ones will be fresh and very likely to do more “rooting” at the games. We need a few short, pappy yells that can be used when the referee is calling the ball in play and before signals are made on what kind the old yells are. If you do, you will be proud of yourself when the whole Rice rooting section “lets loose on it.”
In a class by itself at $12

Similar Style at $10.00

Tell "DUCK" ATREIN your shoe troubles. He's Our Representative.

—College Shop for College Men—

**TFULLY & SCOGGINS**

SHOE CO.

—524 MAIN ST. RICE HOTEL BLOCK—

**LOWER PRICES**

Even though prices are lower than for several seasons, the economy of Kuppenheimer good clothes is based on quality rather than on price. Worthy quality in all details—style, fit, fabrics and tailoring, is assurance of real long service and lasting satisfaction.

**Kuppenheimer GOOD SUITS**

$45

New style—a big variety. Patterns and color tones to please the tastes of every man; every suit a safe investment in good appearance.

**LEOPOLD & PRICE**

—the house of Kuppenheimer good clothes

Our displays of new fall clothes reflect that finished art which is the real essence of style.

In cut, materials, fine tailoring, fit and finish they typify all that's best in style.

For clothes that appeal to the classy man, ours here. Priced much less than last year—

**$30**

and up

Finest Clothier

*HEINRICH'S PHARMACY*  
PANNIN AND EAGLE STS.  
Phone Holley 44
THIRD YEAR, HOUSTON, TEXAS

MANHATTAN WHITE OXWEAVE SHIRTS
For College Men

Featuring a most attractive line of Manhattan Oxweave with buttoned down collars attached.

$3

SHOTWELL'S RELIABILITY
THE RICE STORE

HOUSTON TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
408 Fannin Street (Near Court House)
Factory Dealers—Corona (Portable)
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FACTORY REBUILT TYPEWRITERS
ALL STANDARD MAKES

You can buy a typewriter from us on terms as low as $10 Cash and $5 Monthly.

WE RENT TYPEWRITERS TO STUDENTS
$3.00 PER MONTH

Biggest business and best typeewriter house South. 20 years' successful business. We lead—others follow.

SUPPLIES, REPAIRS, ETC.
A. H. POLLARD
Agent, Rice Institute
ROOM 332 E. HALL

We Are Anxious to Sell You Your Athletic Supplies and offer 10 per cent discount to you.

Shoes, Supporters, Gym Suits, Football Supplies, and All Supplies for the Athlete
C. L. BERING COMPANY
1009-1111 Colorado Street
Net on Main St.
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University of Arizona Room to Help its New Large Athletic Field (From Arizona Wildcat)

The new athletic field just south of the old football field at the University of Arizona will be finished within a month. The level of the new playing field will be finished soon and there will only remain the laying off of the new track course, the baseball and the football field.

This work of leveling probably three acres of land for the new playing field will be large enough to have a quarter mile circular track, a 50-yard straightaway, a football field all the way. The entire football field will be ready before the last fall that will consist of four short sides in the way of a football. This is likely to include everything for that one fact.
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